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An archive of  lace

“Digitally Knit” 


lace archive

2019-2021



Digitally knit is a digital 
archive of Haapsalu lace. 
Mia Tamme learnt the local 
craft technique that 
originates from an Estonian 
town and recreated the 200 
year old lace knitting 
technique in 3D. The result 
was a virtual space where 
the lace scarfs are distilled.



on show at Dutch Design 
Week 2021 in Eindhoven, NL

https://www.designacademy.nl/p/study-
at-dae/graduation-show/after-the-
show-2021/crafting-futures

https://www.designacademy.nl/p/study-at-dae/graduation-show/after-the-show-2021/crafting-futures
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https://www.designacademy.nl/p/study-at-dae/graduation-show/after-the-show-2021/crafting-futures


“3 days of  loneliness”

2018-2021 — video together with Paul Grünenwald,  
Pääsu-Liis Kens and Eva Mahhov



3 days oflonelinessss is a visual study about the clash between tradition and 

progression. Mia observes the seemingly contradicting daily habits in a rural 
house, such as washing dishes by hand while listening to a podcast on  
your earpods. 



The outcome is presented as film and a collection of altered objects.  
In the ethnographic video footage the ‘actor’ neglects the tech.  
Whereas, in the objects the past and present merge into one.




“WinLab” videoinstallation 

2018-2019 — concept and execution with Paul Grünenwald



Winlab is an interactive video installation that asks the players to pick between two options and 
gives them a personality review as a result. The topics toughed in this project are the construction 
of ones (cultural) identity through seemingly insignificant choices in a gamified situation.



Presented as an exhibition at V&D space in Eindhoven, NL  
and at EKA Gallery in Tallinn, EE

https://www.artun.ee/en/calendar/05-31-07-mia-tamme-paul-grunenwald-winlab-2/

https://www.artun.ee/en/calendar/05-31-07-mia-tamme-paul-grunenwald-winlab-2/


“I car about you” visual research

2020



How are humans seen by self-driving cars? A 
study into the cameras and sensors that are 
used for detecting objects, including humans. 
Mia was zooming into the aesthetic quality that 
this soft and hardware produces and 
experimented with how to represent that using 
different print techniques such as silkscreen, 
inkjet and laser printing.



The result is presented as a hand-binded book.





Melting into one another ho hot chaud it heating dip, 2020

video editinor, exhbition producer and sculptor  

for Laure Prouvost at Kunsthalle Lissabon



https://www.kunsthalle-lissabon.org/exhibit/laure-prouvost-melting-

into-one-another-ho-hot-chaud-it-heating-dip/


Home Video, ongoing

a series of mini-films that talk about the concept 

of home with an autobiographical twist



https://www.youtube.com/miatamme

DAE Graduation Catalogue, 2020

involved as a junior graphic designer and art 

director, supervised by Ward Goes



https://wardgoes.com/archive/design-academy-graduation-

catalogue-2020


DAE Lecture Series, 2018-2019

involved as a program curator and  

event organiser 


https://www.designacademy.nl/p/research-and-debate/

dae-lecture-series


Trail of a Refugee, 2015

illustrator and photogapher for a 

documentary project on migration



https://www.instagram.com/trailofarefugee/


Strelka Magazine, 2020

visual editor, design researcher and  

a writing trainee



https://www.instagram.com/strelka_institute/

Kazerne Young Eindhoven, 2017-2018

member of the design gellary youth club and 

event organisser



https://kazerne.com/en/design/kazerne-young/

Vivistop Tallinn, 2019

workshop organisor for youth


focusing on the topic of future technologies



https://www.instagram.com/vivistop_tallinn/
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